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Unleash the combination of Docker and Jenkins in order to enhance the DevOps workflowAbout This Book*
Build reliable and secure applications using Docker containers.* Create a complete Continuous Delivery
pipeline using Docker, Jenkins, and Ansible.* Deliver your applications directly on the Docker Swarm

cluster.* Create more complex solutions using multi-containers and database migrations.Who This Book Is
ForThis book is indented to provide a full overview of deep learning. From the beginner in deep learning and

artificial intelligence to the data scientist who wants to become familiar with Theano and its supporting
libraries, or have an extended understanding of deep neural nets.Some basic skills in Python programming

and computer science will help, as well as skills in elementary algebra and calculus.

Setup Jenkins in a test installation using Docker. When the pipeline is complete Jenkins cleans up the
workspace via the WsCleanup step. About This Book.

Jenkins Pipeline Docker Compose

Are you looking for tools to help you move to continuous delivery? Do you want to take advantage of
Docker containers in your application development and del. The most important step for continuous delivery
of . Example of microservices. This article focuses on setting up docker in Jenkins master. It also helps you
scale up your builds automate tasks and speed up Jenkins. Next you will set up Docker to create isolated
build environments. The Course Overview Mastering on Continuous Integration Understanding the

Continuous Delivery Concepts. The combination of Docker and Jenkins will help you scale up your builds
automate tasks and speed up Jenkins. Continuous Delivery with Docker and Jenkins Second Edition will

explain the advantages of combining Jenkins and Docker to improve the continuous integration and delivery
process of an app development. About this book. Well use Jenkins Docker Ansible and Vagrant to set up two
servers. The pipeline is activated when code is pushed to the GitHub repository. Rafal Leszko. Jenkins is

currently the most popular automated server on the market.
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